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ON THE EXPRESSIONS OF THE TYPE fdF =0 AND THE STATE AND PATH
FUNCTIONS IN CHEMICAL THERMODYNAMICS

I. Mathematical formalism and the true significance of line integrals in chemical
thermodynamics - internal energy and work
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Arhimedova 5,91000 Skopje, Republic of Macedonia

Mathematical aspects of the state and path function concepts are discussed. It is shown by rigorous
mathematical analysis, appealing on the definition of line integrals of the second type, that the widespread

usage of notations of the type fd' N\' in the case of hydrostatic systems, is mathematically incon-ect and a
new symbol for the total work (physical quantity that is not a state function of a system) in such cases is
proposed. Green's fonnula is applied on a typical thennodynamic problem as a proof of the independence of
the value of the line integral of the second type over linear differentiaIJonn on the path ofintegration if the
linear differential fann is a total differential of a state function.
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INTRODUCTION

The main criterion for a given physical quantity
to appertain to the set of state functions of systems!, as
is well known, is the independence of its change (due to
the change of the system's state) on the path of the
process along which the change is being made [1].
Mathematically formulated, the previous attitude goes:

The physical quantity F] is a state function of a
given system if the line integral along the closed con-
tour of the form:

fdFi

is identically equal.to zero, i.e.:

fdFi = 0 (I)

The previous equation implies that the value of
the line integral is independent on the contour of inte-
gration (arbitrary line segment), but depends only on
the choice of the initial and final points (that represent
initial and final state of the system, respectively). The

1 In this contex1, the term system is used in its thermodynamical
meaning.

convenience of such mathematical formalism' for repie-.
sentation of physical quantities that are not functions of
the path of the processes, but depend only on the state
of the system, is obvious.

From a mathematical viewpoint, the previous
equation is satisfied if dF] is true differential (full, ex-
act, or total differential of a function) [2]. Let us sup-
pose that F] is a state function, that can be represented
as a function of two independent intensive parameters
with which the state of a system is uniquely defined,
i.e.: . . ,

Pi = Pi(~b X2) (2)

In such case, the total; ciiffereI~tialof this function is
given by:

dFi = 11(Xl; X2)dx1 + P2 (Xl' X2)dx2 (1)

where

l1(xJ' X2) = OFi(X1, X2)
OX1

(4)

and
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P2(Xl, X2) = 8Fi(Xl' X2)
8x2

(5)

According to the Euler's theorem [3]:

~
(

8Fi(Xl' X2)

)
=~

(
8Fih, X2)

)8x2 8x\ 8x\ 8x2
(6)

or, in concordance with previously introduced symbols:

8FJ(x\, X2) - 8P2(X\, X2)
aX2 8x\

(7)

According to all that was previously mentioned, in such
a case, the following equation is valid:

f Pl(X\, x2)dx\ + P2(Xb x2)dx2 =
AL\B

(8)

f p\(x\, x2)dx\ + P2(Xb x2)dx2
AL2B

where A and B are, respectively, the initial and the final
state of the system (or, more correctly, the points in the
XjX2plane that represent those states), and LI and L2 are
two different line segments of integration. The last
equation is, obviously, a mathematical formulation of
the independence of the change of the value of physical
quantity Ft when the system passes from a given initial
to a given final state, on the way in which this passage
is made. From this equation, it follows, using the prop-
erties of line integrals of the second type [2], that:

f p\(x\,x2)dx\ +P2(X\,X2)dx2-
ALIB

(9)

- fp\(X\,X2)dx\+P2h,X2)dx2=0
AL2B

or

f p\(x\, x2)dx\ + P2(X\>x2)dx2 +
AL\B

(10)

+ f p\h, x2)dx\ + P2(Xb x2)dx2 = 0
BL2A

and finally:

fp\(XbX2)dx\ + P2h,X2)dx2 =0 (11)

If F2 is a state function of a given system, which
is uniquely determined by more than two independent
parameters, i.e.:

F2 = F2(Xt>x2 ,'" ,xn) (12)

it's total differential is given by the equation:

dF2 =L (
aF2

)
dxj

j ax; XjV,,;)

(13)

The condition of independence of the value of
the line integral on the path of integration may be
written in the form:

fL
(

aF2

)
dx; =0

; 8x; XjVh)

Of course, in the first case (the state function
F1), the integration is performed along a plain curve.

(14)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pU/pose of/he work

Although the previously explained mathematical
formalism seems both convenient and easy to under-
stand, still it deserves clarification and further expla-
nation. A typical example is mathematical treatment of
work, a physical quantity that is not a state function of
a system. The total balance of work in the case of hy-
drostatic systems is often expressed as a line integral
[3] (at least the symbol of line integration is used). So,
the total balance of work during a thermodynamic cycle
that takes place in a hydrostatic system is often ex-
pressed using the symbol for a line integral along a
closed contour. This is both mathematically and physi-
cally incorrect. Appealing on the rigorous mathemati-
cal definitions of Riemann and line integrals, it will be
shown that in the described cases, there is no need to

appeal on the generalization of Riemann integrals, i.e.
the used notation is incorrect, or, at least, it is not pre-
cise. Also, Green's formula will be used as a proof for
the independence of the value of the line integral of the
second type over linear differential form on the path of
integration if the linear differential form is a total dif-
ferential of a state function, applied to a typical ther-
modynamic problem.

MathematkaJ treatment

Let Ft be a function that represents the internal
energy U of a hydrostatic system. If the role of inde-
pendent variables (arguments) have the thermodynamic
temperature T and pressure, P, i.e.:

U=U(T,P) (15)

Bull. Chem. Technol. Macedonia, 15,2, p.p.1l9-\24 (1996)
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the total differential of this function, i.e. the infinitesi-
mal change of it's value due to the infinitesimal change
of the values of the parameters with which the state is
fully determined is given by the following equation [3]:

dU= (aU) dT+ (au) dP
aT l' DP T

(16)

The finite change of the value of this physical
quantity, due to the change of the system's state from
AI to BI, is a solution of the line integral of the form:

f f (
au
)

.

(
au
)dU = - dT+ - dP

AILBI AILBI DT p DP T
(17)

Of course, the path of the integration (the line
segment in P,T plane that represents the path of the
process) is rigorously defined only if it represents a
process that satisfies conditions for thermodynamic
reversibility [4].

Having in mind that U is a state function of the
system, its change as a result of the change of system's
state from A I to BI is independent on the way in which
it was carried out (and also, independent of whether the
change was carried out as a result of a reversible or
irreversible process). So, it's well enough to postulate a
reversible path from the state A I to the state BI, repre-
sented by a line segment in P,T plane (or, in general
case, XIX2 plane)2 to calculate the change of internal
energydue to a processthat leads from the stateA I to
the state BI'

Because U = U (T, P), the following equations
are valid:

(
DU(T, P)

) = .li(T, p)
aT p

(18)

(
aU(T, P)

) = /2(T, p)
ap T

(19)

These equations allow one to write the previous line
integral in the form:

f 11(T, P)dT +/2(T, P)dP
AILBl

(20)

The line integral (21) is defined as a sum of the
limits [2]:

n

lim L/l(7j,~)L'l7j
maxL'.T;~Oi=]

n~w

(21)

and

2 Here X, and Xl are arbitrarily chosen independent parameters with
which the state of the system is uniquely defined.
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n

lim L/2(7j,~)L'l7j
maxL'.Ti~Oi=1

n~W

(22)

which are, in fact, integral sums of the functions.h and
h on the contourAILB] along the coordinatesT and P,
respectively. L'lPiand L'lTjare projections of the line
segments L'lSjon the P and T axis, respectively, and Pi
and Tj are arbitrarily chosen internal points of the in-
tervals Mj and L'lTj.In fact, it is general.lorm of line
integral of the second type (along coordinates) [2].

This integral can be solved using standard
mathematical methods [5].

Because the contour of integration A ILBI is, in
fact, a line segment in the P,T plane, P and T do not
change independently, so,one can write:

T = 9](P)

P = 92(T)
(23)

where 92 = ({JI-I.

According to all that was previously mentioned:

f 11(T,P)dT +/2(T, P)dP =
AILBl

f11[T,92(T)]dT +.l2[91(P), P]dP
AILB]

(24)

or

f 11(T, P)dT +/2(T, P)dP =
AILBl

T2 P2

f ii[T, 92(T)]dT+ fI2[91(P), P]dP
1'1 f1

(25)

and the line integral of the second type (along coordi-
nates) along plain contour, is reduced to a~.Uln of two
single integrals.

Alternatively, if Pand T are given in parametric
form:

P=ZI(S')

T = z2(S')
(26)

one may write:

f11(T, P)dT +/2(T, P)dP =
A]LBl

l;

f
2

{
[ ]dz2(S') . [ .. ]dz1(S')L

l;1 /1 Z2(S'),ZI(S')~+ h Z2(S'),ZI(S')~rS'
(27)

In this way, the line integral is reduced to a single inte-
graL
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If the initial and the final states coincide, i.e. in
the case of a cycle, represented by a closed curve in the
P,T plane, Green's formula [2, 5] may be applied, and
the following equation that relates the line integral over
a closed contour and the double integral over the corre-
sponding area (closed by the contour that represents the
process) is obtained:

ffl(T, P)dT +f2(T, P)dP =H (;; - ~~ J
dTdP

+K ~

(28)

(Here K is the closed contour along which the integra-
tion is carried out, and cr is the surface closed with this
contour).

If the condition:

D

(

DU

)

D

(

DU

)DT DP = DP DT (29)

is fulfilled, it follows that:

H
[

~
(

DU

)
_~

(
DU

)}
/TdP =0

DT DP DP DTcr
(30)

and fi.Jrther:

ffl(T, P)dT +f2(T, p)dP = 0
+K

(31)

(it's obvious that in the last equation the direction of
integration can be omitted from the entry).

Green's formula, according to this, enables more
illustrative and more general proof for the independ-
ence of the value of the line integral over a linear dif-
ferential form on the path (contour) of integration, if
the linear differential form is an exact differential. It
also, rigorously shows that the condition (29) is suffi-
cient [2] for the line integral of the previously men-
tioned type to be identically equal to zero. It can be
easily shown that the condition is necessary, too [2].

Linear differential forms of the type:

" YdXL..., I I (32)

are known in the literature as Pfaffian differential
forms [4]. The question about their integrabillity
(exactness) is of key importance in thermodynamics
(3). If the Pfaffian linear differential form is an exact
differential of a function, than the following equation is
valid:

fL:1jcLfi =0 (33)

If the previously mentioned condition is not fulfilled,
than: .

fL:1jdXi=-=0 (34)

That would be the case of a physical quantity
that is not a function of the state of a system, and also,
a mathematical function of several independent pa-
rameters of state of the system, that would represent
that physical quantity, does not exist. As an example of
such function, one may consider this work. In the case
of a hydrostatic system, its element is given by the fol-
lowing equation [3, 4):

d'w = -PdV (35)

In a general case, the following equation is valid:

d'w = -PdV + L: 1jd¥i (36)

where Yj are generalized forces, and dXj are generalized
displacements. The element of the work is denoted by
d'w because it is not an exact differential, or, as it has
already been mentioned, a function of the type w = f
(X], X2,..., Xn) that would represent the work does not
exist. So, as is well known, one cannot speak of a
definite value of work in a state of a system defined
with the multitudeof parametersof the state (X1O,X2o,
...,xnO).The system does not "posses" work. The linear
differential form, in general case of the type:

d'w = -PdV + L:JjdYi (37)

is not a total (exact) differential.
If one considers a hydrostatic system, its state is

uniquely determined with two independent parameters
of the state [3]. This meansthat an arbitrarystate func-
tion may be regarded as a function of two independent
arguments. The element of work, for such system, is
given by (35).

Since P = P(II):

d'w = -P(V)dI/ (38)

The exchanged work, during the process accompanied
with the volume change from VI to V2can be obtained
integrating the last equation:

V2

f d'w = - f P(V)dV
vI

(39)

However, the change of the volume from VI to V2may
be obtained in various ways. Let us choose a certain
path of the process, that leads from the initial state (that
one in which the volume has the value VI) to the final
(that one in which the volume has the value V2). If we
represent this process by a set of points (that represent
the intermediate states along which the system passes
and which are equilibrium states or infinitely close to
thermodynamic equilibrium) in a P,V ("indicator")
diagram, the work can be calculated by solving the

Bull. Chem. Teclmol. Macedonia. 15.2, p.p.119-124 (1996)
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previous integral (knowing the explicit form of P(V». It
is a single, Riemann integral, defined as a limit of the
Riemann integral sum [6]:

V2 n
f P(V)dV = lim L p(Vi)L'1Vi
VI max{1.!'ii=1

n->'"

(40)

It's obvious that here, the integration is carried out
along the V axis.

During the process that leads from the state of
the system characterized with the value of volume Vl to
the state characterized with the value of volume VI, but
along a different path of the process compared to the
previous, the exchanged work can be calculated solving
the integral of the type (taking care, of course, for the
sign convention, too):

VI

f d'w =- f PI(V)dV
V2

The total balance of work during this cycle is a
simple difference of those two integrals:

(41)

V2

l

l' VI

]
w =- f P(V)dV - - f PI(V)dV

VI v2

(42)

Having in mind the geometrical meaning of the definite
Riemann integral, the previous difference (its absolute
value) is equal to the area of the surface closed by the
contour of the cycle. That means, in this case, one deals
with the difference of two Riemann integrals, in which
the integration is carried out along the V axis. In the
literature [3], for the total balance of work during a
cycle in hydrostatic system, often the notations:

fd'w (43)

and

fPdV (44)

are used.
Such notations are incorrect, or, at least, not

precise. Their usage implies that the integration is car-
ried out along a closed contour which represents the
path of the process. According to all that was previ-
ously explained, the work exchanged during a cycle in

hydrostatic system is calculated as a simple difference
between two single integrals, and not as a contour in-
tegral. The conclusion about the incorrectness of this
symbol is obtained also from the geometrical meaning
of the line integrals along coordinates (of the second
type) [7], which essentially differs from the geometrical
meaning of a simple Riemann integral (or a difference
between two Riemann integrals).

Having all this in mind, it seems necessary (or,
at least convenient) to introduce an alternative symbol
for the total balance of work during a cycle that takes
place in a hydrostatic system. In spite of the notation of
the form (47), for the total balance of work, the follow-
ing symbols may be used:

f PdV
v

B

(45)

or

f PdV (46)
B

These symbols clearly indicate that the integration is
performed along the V axis (the closed "contour" of
integration is, in fact, a segment of the V axis).

Namely, in case of a simple, hydrostatic system,
it is not necessary to appeal on the generalization of
Riemann integral, which is necessary for more compli-
cated systems.

If the process takes place in a nonhydrostatic
system, for which the element of work is given by:

d'w = -PdV + 2);dXi (47)

than, really, the linear differential form of the type:

- PdV + " YcL¥L I I (48)

may be integrated along a closed contour that repre-
sents the given process. In this case, the generalization
of Riemann integral is inevitable. It is necessary to
point out that in the last case, it is the general Jom! of
the line integral of the second type (along coordinates)
[2].

CONCLUSIONS

According to the rigorous mathematical treat-
ment, appealing on the exact definitions of the Rie-
mann and line integrals, it can be concluded that in the
case of a hydrostatic system, as it was pointed out, the
total balance of work can not be represented by a line
integral. Therefore, notations of the type:
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fPdV

are incorrect, or, at least, not precise. Having in mind
that thermodynamic treatment of such systems requires
a rigorous mathematical apparatus and approach, such
imprecise formulations (notations) of general principles
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should be replaced by (for instance)
following (as suggested) types:

f PdV, f PdV
v
~

notations of the

Lj Pejov

~

or similar.
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Pe3H Me

3A 3HAQEILETO HA H3PA3HTE 0)], OEJIHK fdF =0 H <l>YHKIJ.HHTE HA COCTOJEATA
H nATOT 80 XEMHCKATA TEPMO)],HHAMHKA

I. MaTeMaTH'IKHOT tj>opMaJIH3aM H BHCTHDCKOTO 3Da'lelbe Ha JIHDHCKUTe UDTerpaJIU

BO xeMUCKaTa TepMOiJ,UDaMUKa - BDaTpeuma eHepruja U paOOTa

Jbyn'lo nejoB

HHCUtllUtyiu 3a xeMllja, IIN!.IJJ, YHllf3ep3ltiUeiTt "Ce. KllpllAll MeiUOOllj",
ApxllMeooea 5,91000 CKoilje, Peily6J1ltKa MaKeOOHltja

KJIY'IHU 300pOBU: JIUHHCKH HHTerpaJIH; JIHHeapHH ):\HcpepeH~HjaJIHH cpOpMH; CPYHK~HH Ha cocToj6aTa;

CPYHK~HH Ha naTOT; TepMO):\HHaMHqKH CHCTeMH; KPY)KHH npo~ecu; BHaTpellIHa eHeprHja;

pa60Ta

,D,HCKYTHpaHH ce MaTeMaTHqKHTe acneKTH Ha

KOH~enTHTe 3a CPYHK~HH Ha cocToj6aTa H CPYHK~HH Ha

naTOT Ha npo~eCHTe. YKa)KaHO e Ha HenpaBUJIHOCTa Ha

nOJI'3YBalbe HOTa~llll 0):\ 06JIllKOT fd' NI BO CJIY'Iaj Ha Xll-

):\pOCTaTllqKH CllCTeMll II npe):\JIO)KeHa e aJITepHaTllBHa

O'3HaKa 3a ceBKynHlloT 6llJIaHC Ha pa60TaTa (cpll3llqKa

BeJIll'IHHa Koja He e <l)YHK~llja Ha cocToj6aTa Ha CllCTe-

MllTe) BO BaKOB CJIyqaj. I1pHMeHeTa e Green-OBaTa cpop-

MYJIa Ha TllnHqeH TepMO):\HHaMH<IKH CJIyqaj KaKO WJKa3

3a He3aBHCHOCTa Ha Bpe):\HOCTa Ha KpHBOJIHHHCKHOT HH-

TerpaJI 0):\ BTOp BH):\ (no Koop):\HHaTH) 0):\ JIHHeapeH ):\HCP-

epeH~HjaJIeH H3pa3 0):\ naTOT Ha IIHTerpa~HjaTa BO

CJIyqaj Kora JIHHeapHHOT ):\H<l)epeH~HjaJIeH ll3pa3 e TO-

TaJIeH ):\ll<lJepeH~HjaJI Ha HeKoja <l)YHK~Hja Ha COCTOj-
6aTa.
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